FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

WÖLFFER ESTATE VINEYARD UNVEILS NEWEST ROSÉ:
SUMMER IN A BOTTLE 2013
Inspired by the Epic 2013 Vintage
Sagaponack, NY – May 12, 2014 – Wölffer Estate Vineyard, a sustainable vineyard in the
heart of the Hamptons, announces the release of Summer in a Bottle, the newest addition
to the vineyard’s portfolio of rosé wines, inspired by the epic 2013 vintage.
Summer in a Bottle ($24/bottle) joins the iconic gold-label Wölffer Rosé ($17/bottle) and
the white-horse-label Grandioso Rosé ($29/bottle), becoming Wölffer’s third still dry
rosé. The vineyard also boasts a sparkling rosé, Noblesse Oblige ($40/bottle), and dessert
wine, Fabiana Late Harvest Rosé ($40/bottle; 375 ML), and a dry rosé cider, called
Wölffer No. 139 ($16/four-pack).
What distinguishes Summer in a Bottle is its fruit character. An homage to the glorious
summer of 2013, Summer in a Bottle is a literal taste of the Hamptons high season. “We
waited as long as possible to harvest the fruit for Summer in a Bottle. Choosing the perfect
moment to pick was crucial to make this highly anticipated wine, bursting with the
aromas and flavors of the seasonal fruits that reach their peak ripeness at the height of
summer,” said Wölffer Winemaker/ Partner Roman Roth.
2013 will be remembered as an epic vintage for Long Island, comparable to the greatest
vintages of the world’s greatest wine regions. With a hot, dry summer—one of the driest
on record—the vines produced amazingly robust, healthy fruit, perfect for a lush, fruity
wine like Summer in a Bottle.
Summer in a Bottle is a blend of 71% Merlot, 8% Chardonnay, 20% Gewürztraminer and 1%
Petit Verdot. The wine rests sur lie for two months before it’s blended and bottled. Only
1,530 cases were produced.
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ABOUT WÖLFFER VINEYARD ESTATE
Wölffer Estate Vineyard encompasses 55 acres of sustainably farmed vines. The unique
combination of Bridgehampton loam soil and ocean breezes from the Atlantic, only 2.6
miles away, provide Bordeaux-like conditions, perfect to achieve the balance of ripeness
and acidity of Wölffer’s signature style: European elegance paired with the distinct
typicity of Long Island terroir.
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